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Overview

The basic activities of the Department of Nuclear Electronics in 2003 were concentrated on followin aeas:

• studies of new scintillation techniques,
• contribution to the bg European projects,
• scientific contracts with European industry in respect to detection techniques
• electronics for experiments in Hgh Energy Physics,C7
• development. nvestigation and poduction of silicon detectors
• development of y-ray spectrometry apparatus,
• development of new generation State of the Art PCI based and USB based multi-channel analysers,
• technical support for the Institute as the whole with special emphasis on networking
• normalisation activities.

Most of the scientific achievements of the Department were summarized in 18 publications (released or in
press). These papers were published mainly in IEEE Trans. on Nuct. Scl. and Nucl. Instr. and Methods. Besides
that, our scientists pesented 14 contributions at international conferences (such as IEEE Nuclear Science
Symposium 2003 in Portland. USA or 3th IEEE Real Time Conference in Montreal, Canada). Particularly, two
papers were presented at IEEE NSS Conference in Portland presenting the first in-beam study of LSO/APD
array detectors for PET in hadron therapy - this work was performed in the collaboration with FZR Rossendorf
in Germany.

Studies on new scintillation techniques were concentrated mainly on energy resolution investigations in
scintillation detectors. The study of pure CsI and BGO at liquid nitrogen temperature showed some iportant
observations concerning non-proportionality of the light yield versus energy of yquanta and intrinsic energy

C, t,
resolution of the scintillators. It suc-ested that a modification of scintillators by additional doping may improve
their poportionality and in consequence, their energy resolution.

The Department was nvolved in scientific collaborations with a number of international centers, suc as
CERN, the Royal Institute of Tchnology in Stockholm, FZR Rossendorf, IKP Jalich, GSI Darmstadt and
companies as Advanced Photonix, Inc in California, Scionix in Holland and Photonis in Fance. Additionally,
collaboration with the IAEA in Vienna concerning monitoring of State borders was started. Several scientific
contracts were realized for the European industry.

The collaboration with Hh Energy Physics Department of our Institute was focused on te LHCb
experiment in CERN. It covered design, fabrication and tests of three kinds of hardware modules - TFC Switch
(THOR), Throttle Switch (MUNIN) and Readout Supervisor (ODIN). The final versions of these odules were
designed in the last year.

Our work on the development of a new eneration State of the Art PCI based and USB based multi-channel
analysers was promising. Many PCI based analysers were sold, while a USB based device is under final dsign.

Work concerning semiconductor detectors concentrated on improvements of silicon device parameters in
particular of those cooled by liquid ntrogen. Investigations of a method for surface stabilization of Xay
radiation detectors were continued. Six special S-detectors were designed and delivered to Florida University in
USA.

The technical support for the Institute covers a lot of different types of activities, as supervision of Institute
computer network, maintaining nternal data base and others.


